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INTRODUCTION

The group has a unique combination of young, energetic, highly motivated personnel 
and very experienced professionals to provide logistic oriented services with diligence 
and punctuality in a truly professional manner in the fields of cargo general sales and 
booking, cargo and passenger flight chartering and integrated logistics services both 
domestically and internationally.

 International & Domestic Cargo Handling by Air, Sea, Train & Road

 Cargo Consultation & Documentation Service

 Import & Export Consolidation & Custom Clearance Services

 Inland Trucking Services

 Project Cargo Handling
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C.E.O MESSAGE

It is with immense pleasure to share that 
Rapid Cargo (Pvt.) Ltd. Has expanded its 
network to over 6 cities in Pakistan and one 
overseas branch in Manchester, UK since 
2007. This is the consecutive fifth year that 
we are enjoying one of top five positions on 
almost every airline we are dealing with, 
which shows our strong existence in the 
market and evident of our client’s utmost 
satisfaction.

MR. AMIR MAJEED SHEIKH
Chairman

CHAIRMAN MESSAGE

With the Grace of God and untiring efforts of 
the team of company, Rapid Cargo (Pvt.) 
Limited is now one of the top ranked logistics 
companies in Pakistan. I would assert here 
that this would not have been possible    
without the cooperation & support of all 
Airlines and Shipping Lines. We look forward 
to continue our commitment & business 
support to our partners & stakeholders in 
future with the same zeal & zest.

MR. ABDUL MAJEED SHEIKH
Chairman
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CEO’S MESSAGE

It is with immense pleasure to share that 
Rapid Cargo (Pvt.) Ltd. Has expanded its 
network to over 6 cities in Pakistan and one 
overseas branch in Manchester, UK since 
2007. This is the consecutive fifth year that 
we are enjoying one of top five positions on 
almost every airline we are dealing with, 
which shows our strong existence in the 
market and evident of our client’s utmost 
satisfaction.

AMIR MAJEED SHEIKH
CEO

CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE

With the Grace of God and untiring efforts of 
the team of company, Rapid Cargo (Pvt.) 
Limited is now one of the top ranked logistics 
companies in Pakistan. I would assert here 
that this would not have been possible    
without the cooperation & support of all 
Airlines and Shipping Lines. We look forward 
to continue our commitment & business 
support to our partners & stakeholders in 
future with the same zeal & zest.

SHEIKH ABDUL MAJEED 
Chairman



VISION

RCL is determined to be recognized as truly professional, progressive and proficiently, 
efficient organization and strive to achieve it with sustained and unflinched efforts. 
The achievement of this goal lies in proper training, up to date knowledge of the trade 
and gathering of all related information’s about working of logistics procedure.

To serve the customer in a best possible way; to maintain impression as a reliable and 
caring organization; to be law abiding; and fulfilling its responsibilities towards the society.

 
 Work Environment

 Human Resource Care

 Training and Development

 

 

MISSION

We strive to become the most trusted leader of logistics in Pakistan by                
exceeding customers’ expectations in the delivery of complete, world class 
logistics solutions. This goal rests on the implementation of four core principles:
 
 Our promise to listen closely to all clients to understand their specific needs

 Our focus on being flexible, quick, reliable, robust and honest

 Our dedication to a culture of continuous improvement, which involves  
       constantly enhancing our network of supply chain assets and cultivating  
 our team of experts

 Our commitment to enriching our communities via environmentally and  
 socially responsible business practices
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WHO WE ARE

The idea behind establishment of the service companies is to strive for to become leading providers 
of global logistic solutions. Rapid Group of Companies was established in 1990, comprising of
 
 International & Domestic Cargo Handling by Air, Sea, Train & Road

 Cargo Consultation & Documentation Service

 Import & Export Consolidation & Custom Clearance Services

 Inland Trucking Services

 Project Cargo Handling
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SEA TRANSPORTATION
Rapid Cargo (Pvt) Ltd. is always ready to fulfill your ocean    
requirements with global information both for LCL/FCL shipments.  
No matters, the distance is too long. We provide in time and on 
time deliveries to every shipments for every destination.

ROAD TRANSPORTATION
Rapid Cargo provides road freight services both as stand-alone                  
operations and in conjunction with other logistics services. The                    
expertise and critical mass acquitted through this enables us to provide   
a range  of dedicated and multi-user transport solutions designed to 
offer flexibility, cost effectiveness and high service levels.  

AIR TRANSPORTATION
Our devoted and professionally trained staff provides expertise in 
the handling of all your partial and full load containers. Rapid 
Cargo Ltd aims for ultimate customer satisfaction. We are       
competent shipping/forwarding partner able to provide solutions 
to all shipping/forwarding tasks reliably. 

TRAIN TRANSPORTATION
Whether you need a complete service solution or assistance with           
one aspect of your rail shipping, Rapid Cargo has it covered with the 
most experienced fleet managers and the latest technology solutions in 
the industry. Rapid Cargo’s inspectors examine your rail supply and      
logistics chain and check that your cargo is handled properly.

SERVICES
Rapid Cargo (Pvt) Ltd. is always ready to fulfill all your shipment requirements with global             
information both for LCL/FCL shipments. Rapid Cargo group of company offers services that 
ensure comprehensive modern and efficient solutions transport and logistics cargo flow from 
the shipper to the final recipient. We accommodate transport cargo of all shapes and sizes, 
including modular, packaged, bulk and liquid, hazardous and temperature controlled cargo. 
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SALIENT FEATURES
Airfreight
Ocean freight
Air-Sea & Sea-Air services
Buyers/CFS Port Consolidations
Warehousing/Distribution
Customs Brokerage
Intra-Country Transportation
Afghan Transit Trade
Project Cargo
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WAREHOUSING

We offer our customers modern, spacious and secure warehousing options  that meet their 
unique needs. Our facilities include storage of cargo in cold rooms as well as in general, transit 
and bonded warehouses.  Some of our key features are as follows:

 Immediate arrangement of warehousing arrangements as per customers requirement

 Meet the international safety and security internal standards

 Competitive rates

 Professional expertize availability for customized warehousing solution

 Strategical location advise at suitable point

AFGHAN LOGISTICS

Since Pakistan is one of the countries used to transship cargo to Afghanistan, we have detailed 
information and experience on the different transport possibilities. Our team of freight 
forwarding professionals is on call to design a program that suits you best. At the lowest         
possible rates! Getting quotes couldn't be any easier with our easy to use forms and                    
outstanding customer service. Simply send us your query and you will be on your way to 
moving big freight anywhere on the globe. We can arrange transport to most cities including 
Kabul, Kandahar, Mazar-i-Sharif, Herat, Jalalabad and also Bagram.

Besides inland transport, we can arrange a complete freight solution from any point of          
origin through our worldwide network. The route for the transport of cargo is usually Karachi- 
Peshawar Dry Port or Karachi-Quetta Dry port. We are also able to arrange transshipment of 
air cargo from Pakistani airports into Afghanistan by road (non-commercial).

There are two categories of cargo for Afghanistan. One is Commercial Cargo, which is moved to 
its destination under the Afghan Transit Trade Agreement. Currently the Pakistan government 
has restricted certain items from this agreement due to the high incidence of smuggling back 
into Pakistan. A list of such items can be provided.

The second category is Reconstruction or Governmental Assistance cargo. This includes Relief 
Cargo, Reconstruction Materials, and Diplomatic Cargo. All the cargo from NGO's, government 
assistance, donations and aid come through this category. The formalities for each have to be 
followed carefully to ensure smooth processing and minimum extra expenses.

We welcome inquiries from governmental organizations, companies, NGO's, individuals or 
freight forwarders for any segment of the solution. Reliability, quick response and regular 
status updates will be available for your goods.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND HEAVY CARGO

Rapid Cargo undertakes unique and remarkable heavy lift cargo projects requiring particular skills 
and resources. These include logistics competence, accurate timing, wide geographical                       
understanding and worldwide connections to synchronize cargo movements from origin to            
destinations. We provide end to end turnkey solutions for all project related complex logistical     
challenges from transporting a single load to managing the entire transportation function of a     
project or to encompass the logistic of a heavy and extra dimensional shipment. Our team of        
specialists plan entire project ranging from evaluation to implementation of technical and             
commercial details, vendor and modes selection, recourse procurement, structure fabrication and 
delivery details. We offer specific supply chain matrixes to meet our customer’s goals for improved 
operational efficiency and profitability. We are specialized in heavy lift cargo project moves for Oil 
refineries and equipment, mining equipment, power generation plants, petrochemical and Textile 
projects, construction and industry based projects.

PERISHABLE LOGISTICS

Apart from processing clearance and airfreight 
of the general cargo, we have also earned an 
exclusive name in dependable, reliable and 
dedicated services towards export of the per-
ishable shipments namely Vegetables, Fruits 
and Meat etc. to various stations abroad. We 
take utmost care of perishable goods right 
from the moments it is handed over to us 
along with processing the documentation from 
the governmental agencies.

CUSTOMS BROKERAGE

We are independent licensed custom clearing 
agent providing custom brokerage and freight 
forwarding services. Our custom driver        
solutions will make your shipping, custom 
clearance, importing and exporting seamless.
We coordinate all paperwork and mandatory 
custom procedure to make sure a smooth 
custom clearing experience for our clients. Our 
pre preparation procedure eliminates the 
chance of unnecessary delays due to missing 
or poor documentation.

PACKING AND MOVING

Packing and Moving locally or worldwide our 
packing is experienced and professional. With 
proper knowledge and industrial expertise, the 
team always tries it best to present best     
packing services in Pakistan for quick and 
secure relocation. Our team also knows crating      
techniques, and only makes use of the                
innovative Packing Materials while packing. 

VESSEL CHARTERS

We provide excellent chartering of vessels 
whether you need them for personal use or for 
relocation of your prized cargo. We offer full 
and part-charters, voyage /time charters. We 
remain connected with the best and the 
biggest vessel owner’s worldwide with a      
network of associates all across the world.
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Faisalabad

+92 41 873 1241-2

fsd@rapidcargo.com

62- Chenab Market, 
Madina Town Susan Road,
Faisalabad.

+92-21 34321271-77

khi@rapidcargo.com

Suite # 701, 7th Floor 
Dilkusha Forum, 
Main Tariq Road, 
Karachi Pakistan.

+92 42 668 7285-7

lhe@rapidcargo.com

62- Main Commercial Area Cavalry 
Ground Lahore Cantt

+0161-2737579

INTERNATIONAL OFFICE

+0161-3410466
asim@rapidcargo.org.uk

Olympic Freight Terminal Bennet 
Street, Ardwick, Manchester, UK
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Rapid Cargo has one of the largest nationwide network with 6 operations centers covering the 
country's major commercial hubs, such as Faisalabad, Sialkot, Karachi, Multan, Lahore, Peshawar 
and Islamabad, in addition to one more operations facilities in United Kingdom

Lahore

Karachi

Faisalabad

Peshawar
Rawalpindi

Sialkot

REGIONAL OFFICES

Rawalpindi/Islamabad

+92 51 550 7275

rwp@rapidcargo.com

Opposite Shaheen Cargo Terminal 
Islamabad Airport, Rawalpindi.

Faisalabad

+92 41 873 1241-2

fsd@rapidcargo.com

62- Chenab Market, 
Madina Town Susan Road, Faisalabad.

Peshawar 

+92 91 221 3372

pew@rapidcargo.com

23-A Ground Floor Hussain Plaza 
Shuba Chowk, Peshawar.

Karachi

+92-21 34321271-77

khi@rapidcargo.com

Suite # 701, 7th Floor Dilkusha Forum, 
Main Tariq Road, Karachi.

Lahore

+92 42 668 7285-7

lhe@rapidcargo.com

62- Main Commercial Area  Cavalry 
Ground Lahore Cantt, Lahore.

+92 52 458 0900-4

HEAD OFFICE

+92 52 458 8099 & +92 52 458 0905
skt@rapidcargo.com

1/1319 Paris Road Sialkot
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